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ii
more offensive tripe: a survey.

Question Number One: What's the worst thing
you've ever tasted?
Katrina Vegter, world traveler: The Jordanian
National Food (manse£)
Jana Potoka, a girl: my mouth after a long date with
Jose Cuervo.
Todd Slager, candy connoisseur: Circus Peanuts
Professor VandenBosch: "A bad fish is what stays
with you the longest."
Professor VandeKopple echoes this sentiment-the
worst thing he ever tasted was an unknown type of
fish from a platter of six assorted kinds of fish. To
this dax, he says he is afraid of all six varieties, since
he can t remember which it was that tasted so bad.
He says, of the bad fish, "It seemed deadly."
Andrew Samuel: a raw liver at an Ethiopian
restaurant in Libya- "it was in yogurt or
something."
Michael VanderBrug, leaving town: rabbit roadkill in
Saugatuck- "with Guy Hews. We made a fire right
by the road for the hell of it."
Professor Holberg: Lutefisk-Swedish Christmas
dish. Cod soaked in lye. Yes, they make soa~ out of
lye. White fish, white sauce, white potato. ' It's the
total white person's meal."
jane c. knol, dada poetry addict: feta cheese- "it's
stored in water! Plus, it's stinky!"
Professor Netland: dish soap- "I thought it was
water."
Fill Christman: Puke and/ or Meijer Peanut Butter
Professor Brown, mentor extraordinaire: grilled
cheese that sat out too long and felt like a dead bird.
Beth "Turtle" Barber: Japanese Tea Jell-O-in fifth
grade. Two layers of gross tea.

Question Number Three: The Rhetoric of
Excrement: What did you call poo when you
were little?
Todd Slager: Poopee.
Katrina Vegter: Bahkies.
Katrina's friend's neighbors: Caca.
Anonymous: Doodles.
jane c. knol: Bucky.
jane's cousins: Lincoln Logs.
Deb Lew: Brown Messy.
Rachel from Prism's neighbors: Dodie.
Peter Kooiman: Ahky.
Sarah Byker's brothers: Dunks.
Sarah's Cousins: Ploppies. ·
Becky from Barnes and Noble: Food Babies.
Jonathan Borsodi: "I didn't really ever talk
about it. When I did, my dad wanted me to call
it a BM."
Fill Christman: Going.
Mark Johnson: Bagaga.
Mike Richison: "Are we talking the bear or the
act?"
Coray Ames: Stinky Poo.
Katherine Fick: Wet and Dirty.
John VanderMeer (and any who preceded him):
Shit.
Someone on staff made this revolting thing up:
Butt ROCK-ETS!!!
Anonymous: Logs, we said we were laying
another log on the fire. We had a set up and if
something went wrong we'd call it sawdust or
woodchips.
Aaron Jonker: Turtle.
What jane c. knol thought our Student Senate
president would have called it: The Waste
Product of Human Digestion.
"I called it poo!" --Jeremy

Question Number Two: What CD/ single are you
most embarrassed to own/like/both? Or,
what do you think other people are not special
enough to appreciate?

Question Number Four: What book do you own
that you are embarrased to own (you don't
have to have read it)?

Josh Lyden: Butt Trumpet or Right Said Fred-Up
Jana Potoka: Puffy's remake of The Police's "Every
Breath you Take"
Coray Ames: Toni Braxton
Professor VandeKopple: "My kids are sort of
mortified by whatever musical taste I have."
Michael VanderBrug: Roxette-Look Sharp! or
Wilson Phillips-Shadows and Light
Todd Slager: Fine Young Cannibals-The Raw and The
Cooked
Peter Kooiman: Motley Crue-Dr. Feelgood
jane c. knol: zoo rave 1, zoo rave 2, techno trance,
rave til dawn
Beth "Turtle" Barber: Babe the Gallant Pig
soundtrack
Professor VandenBosch: The Norton Anthology of
English Literature (2CD)
"As far as I know, it's Beowulf himself reading on
there."

Professor Netland: I Hate English ·
Todd Slager: Don't Stand Too Close to a Naked
Man by Tim Allen
Professor VandenBosch: The New Christian
Hymnal- "a very bad collection of hymns."
Pete Kooiman: The Nigf,er of the Narcissus by
Joseph Conrad-"Some ody saw it in my car
and thought I was a racist."
Sherry Koll-Levy: 1001 Ways to Please your
Husband (a cookbook)
Elizabeth Potoka: Sex for Christians
Professor VandeKopple: In-Fisherman, a fishing
journal- "Neal Plantinga was appalled."
Professor Holberg: In God I Trust by Ronald
Reagan (Christmas gift in College) or
The Oliver North Transcript-500 pages.
Conrad Bult, librarian: What A Young Man
Ought to Know
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dialogue

Someone I know compares words to a
scaffolding. They are not the thing itself
but they take us to a place from which
we can see better. Ideally, all of art is
about approaching a greater
understanding of the world, not
obscuring the truth. The clarity we
experience in our lives will always be
diluted; the colors we see are
subdued-still, we can imagine how
vibrant the paint might have originally
been. This is our world of dimestore
imitations, of stutterings and a slip of
the hand. And in this world, we must
learn to love in a new vocabulary; we ·'
must
push
ourselves
past
discontentment.
In college, a general impatience clouds our ability to
appreciate the present. I'm often either obsessed with
the past or looking ahead to the day when life will begin.
Maybe it is just how every event propels me into the
next that reminds me how much we project to the future
at this time in our lives. I watch our general
dissatisfaction with the present and try to write it off as
temporary-we will become content as we ease into
jobs and adult lives. Yet I know this isn't true either.
Adults feel tied down, resigned to, or just tired with the
life they chose; children restlessly watch adults, waiting
to be in control of their lives. These ridiculous
expectations must be part of what it means to be
human-we never quite arrive at peace.
Still, there must be more than perpetual waiting.
Sherwood Anderson writes a short story called "Certain
Things Last." Pieces of our stories continue after our
lives-but we ourselves do not last. And the tragedy
comes from this knowledge mingled with the fact that
we are so seldom awake to the present tense. We are
too busy looking ahead or behind. This would be one
of the best things we could learn-to stop ourselves
and others sometimes, even if we know we can't ever
stop the endless motion of everyday. Though we are
shackled to time, we need not be made oblivious to its
events. Our dilemma is in part due to our approach to
peace.
Our mistake is either in expecting too much or in
expecting nothing at all. When we rely on the fulfillment
of preconceived notions, we increase our capacity for
disappointment. Kierkegaard says that if people fall
into despair over lost love, they were already in despair
when they had the one they loved; they have been
relying on them to provide joy. Yes, we expect so much
of each other. It is a dull ache.

november / december

And we do not look for enough beyond the easy
answers. We want neat, orderly lives with clean sinks
and cupboards, people who cater to our needs, and a
consistently fulfilling daily routine. To list it like this
sounds ridiculous. And I think the ridiculous is the place
at which we begin. As adults, the only way to begin is
after a failed hope. God loves us in our stumbling, in
the way we can't get anything out right; he loves the
way we almost get it sometimes. And he loves us
enough to love us in spite of ourselves. We need to
love each other in a way that echoes the love we have
been given. Because the vocabulary of love is more
rooted in the despite, not in the because. When we
love someone in the end we've forgotten the because.
Men owe us what we imagine they will give us.
We must forgive them this debt. To accept the
fact that they are other than the creatures of
our imagination is to imitate the renunciation
of God. I am also other than what I imagine
myself to be. To know this is forgiveness.
-Simone Weil, Gravity and Grace
And doesn't this forgiveness open us to something more
real? We need to let God into the places we feel are
too mundane for him or the places we fear are too
human for him to go.
If there is a way to relate this specifically to Calvin

V

College, it is that this is part of the faith we've inherited.
Many of us have been raised to understand brokenness
but we forget to be awake to the present-even the
knowledge that our lives will never be less than tainted
leaves us with some responsibility. And this
responsibility has as much to do with our posture toward
the everyday as it has to do with the high ideals of calling
and transforming the world. After all, the everyday is
the place where we spend our lives. The time spent
preparing for the "real world" is equally formative and
real. And these days are as trying, as boring, and
sometimes as lovely as they will ever be in the future.
We've forgotten then what truly makes us alive: the
moments where we are closer to the thing itself-when
a dog walks a child, when the person you walk with
remarks how beautiful the sky is tonight, when a group
of strangers on the bus collectively follow the arc of a
rainbow. We have forgotten that the cheap imitations
do bring us closer to the real thing. And in so many
ways, what we have is each other. In spite of ourselves.
We have forgotten, too, that we are also imitations of
something more real.
All of our communication is a scaffolding then. And we
are a scaffolding too; the best way we can love each
other is by bringing each other to a place from which
we can see God, not perpetually, but a bit more clearly.
--Sarah Byker
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Becky Thomas
Procustean
woodcut
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A country road.
A tree. Evening.
Nobody comes.
Nobody goes.
It's awful.

(Boots must be fi 11 ed by others'
feet after we're gone. Expediency
cal Is for such things.)

(Boots must be taken off every
day. It's the natural order of things.)

Next day. Same ti me.
Same pl ace.
Life is a habit of searching
without finding.
We sleep. We dream.
We wait.

(/)

LJ.J

E
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(1l

et:
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u
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(Boots must be put on every
day. Never neglect the Ii ttl e
things in Ii f e.)

Tomorrow passes Ii ke Today.
We bi de our ti me, unable to I eave.
So we wait.
It's awful.

~THE INTERMEDIATE ST ATE
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you"ve lost resolve--your blood pumps red,
licking the watered sky to pieces like
the faith you've never used.

tin~ f n atiht]iioqtara '11eYe na11Eeat. used.

~~title---------------';-a:i,,f~-t\.llt~'4- - to my pessimist, re anger over suicides
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~
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standing in some dryness don't you
feel the need to imitate despair,
to tone the blueness into war--thickening
his love into abuse, the choice obscured
you fight tiny with tart, and sweet
with sour, like a slot machine the hour's
always whored by luck- -the skills obtained
sing sharp against the paint of rationale;
you've lost resolve--your blood pumps red,
licking the watered sky to pieces like
the faith you've never used.

over suicides
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Krista Vanderwal
Tim Terry
oil on canvas
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REPRESENTATION
REPRODUCTION
REALITY

Following his recent lecture for the Visual Rhetoric Series, David Summers spoke with Ben
Tinklenberg. Summers is a professor of art history at the University ofVirginia and the author of
several books. dialogue's Andrew Samuel was also present as master tape recorder holder. He is
possibly the best interviews editor we have ever had.

Ben:
I'd like to start off by talking about
television. What do you see television doing as far
as its image upon the screen and its nature within
the broader context of interacting with culture that
comes out in it?

Ben:
You talked about the information
within television and the imitative quality and also
the reproduction and the representation embodied
in it. Could you go a little more in depth into that
difference?

Summers:
Well, as I said in the introduction to
the lecture, the part about television is the end of a
much longer manuscript and I wanted to make the
point in the lecture that the enterprise of an
imitation of vision like television is in a very long
tradition of image making. The phenomenology
of television in terms of images is complex. The
nature of the medium as an imitative medium is
complex in relation to the images. But I think the
general point that I wanted to make is that television
is never doing just one thing. It does, in some
absolute sense, provide information, but the
suggestion I was making is that it's always doing
other things and that it does make images that are
acting in other ways. It is making the images which
it makes in unbelievable numbers and with an
unprecedented kind of pervasiveness in addition to
doing the kind of things that are related to images
and the kind of things that images have always done.
Again, this discussion about images comes at the
end of a very long historical and intercultural review
of images.

Summers:
I presented a scheme, a very long
historical scheme that goes back to the beginning
of the science of optics where the science of optics
was basically defined in terms of the assumption
that light was geometric and that vision introduced
the elements of light, dark, and color. Then I traced
the history of that kind of schematization of vision
on European painting and I talked about chiaroscuro
as a rhetorical modification of that optical
framework. In the late nineteenth and early
twentieth century, this basic analytic notion of vision
gets codified as the possibility of deconstructing the
subperceptual elements filled with dots and colors.
This gets gridded and it gets electrified and it makes
possible what, in the terms that I was using, is called
representation, where you have a basically neutral
means of codification and exhibition that is universal
and you can point it at anything and convey what's
in front of the camera. Again, the distinction
between representation and reproduction is like the
point that was made about how images are never
doing one thing. So, as I said, the representation is

xii
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Reuben Van Til
Jewelry Box
cherry wood
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more neutral when related to information. It
suggests that things are simply given to us as
information. Reproduction, however, touches on
the much older and very different value or merit it
seems to have. You don't just find something out.
What can be analyzed and reconstructed and
presented as representation also can be reproduction
and it can have a significance of relation to its source
or a relation to the media or relation to power or
whatever it is that images which are not television
need to do. And so, I used as an example the idea of
being telegenic. The person that looks through the
television at a person has a certain power by virtue
of occupying the medium in a way that is particular
to the medium. That's a simple example but it's an
important one. Because it has to do with the way
in which things actually are presented to us and the
effect they have on us. Again, what I have always
been interested in is the visual--visual rhetoric that
is, how people are persuaded about things and what
basically is progressional on that level.

xiii
mean in the design of the curriculum. I think it
would be a very important and complex enterprise
both historically in explaining how things can't be
the way they are and also just perceptually as things
stand. For example, I mean how all the people who
ever lived didn't think of themselves in terms of self
images. The idea of self image formed very late. I
don't know exactly where; it happened somewhere
in the late nineteenth century. Then people began
not to talk about themselves in this way but to act
as if this identity were an entity. And then it began
to be addressed therapeutically and educationally.
There are many historical and philosophical ways
in which this can be thought about. Barbara
Stafford, in her book, Good Looking, began to
review this very long tradition with a kind of dissing
of images by Plato in the beginning of the Western
tradition, and that opposition between visual and
verbal that has the effect of concealing the way an
awful lot of things work, the way an awful lot of
human transactions are carried on. What I described
before is the phenomenology of those transactions,
which are very complex in their psychological and
historical terms and thus fairly complex in their
practical applications.

Ben:
Calvin is thinking about adding to
its core requirement a class dealing with the issues
of visual rhetoric. Maybe you could talk about what
your ideas are as far as education and the system of
educating about those images.
Ben:
Perhaps we should move away from
formal structures and institutions here and pick up
Summers:
Well, that's what I came here to talk on your idea of these games of consciousness or
about in the meeting and, as I said, I'm sorry not to the pictoral constructions that we have of our
have been in the earlier discussions and seen what external reality. Dealing on the individual level with
people said regarding this. I myselfhave never really the changing nature of images in our modern
tried to design a visual rhetoric course so I don't consciousness, how do you think that that constant
know what I'd think on the other end ofit. I would change that you were talking about, that overload
like to say that the art of persuasion of visual rhetoric of imagery, should be received by people at Calvin?
is many times more highly developed and much Or instead of should be, might be. How might we
more complex today than whenever it was that it react to all these changes of images in our modern
got its name. Rhetoric over the centuries meant cultures?
writing, persuasive prose or speaking persuasively
and gallantly. And the psychological foundation for Summers:
I think that I would probably answer
this and the phenomenological foundation for this that in the way that I answered one of the questions
probably haven't changed much although the means last night. Somebody asked about television. I
of affecting rhetorical aims are much more highly started writing another book which is about art
developed. I think the project is to create the and technology, and which takes a very long view
possibility, in a free society of people who are asked of the Western tradition and talks about the rise of
to make decisions as individuals in very different the art of mechanics and the engineer and the
ways. You ask what exactly you want to study, what renaissance and the rise of technology into popular
exactly you want to address, what exactly this would culture in the nineteenth century, and changing the
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world in the twentieth century. And one of the
themes that runs through all this, that runs through
the discourse of mechanical technology, is the
marvelous tradition of phenomena or the creation
of effects, the causes of which can't be immediately
perceived. An automaton or a skyscraper, how could
you build that? It loses this kind of grandeur. And
one of the other themes that runs through this book
is that technology is a kind of imitation, for making
things like television which imitates our vision. You
can make it run forwards and backwards; you see it
and it has this imitation value, which I think probably
delights somebody. The imitation induces a kind
of identification. Now this great project of imitation
of life, of consciousness, or art and consciousness,
whatever, is of course very difficult to predict. It's
difficult to say how it will turn out to be. The best
case is that at a certain point in this enterprise, people
will realize that a representation can't reach living-that there is a distinction, that the project has a
kind of absolute limitation. In that case, the dream
of an adequate or a perfect imitation will be done
and it will be recognized that representation and
reality aren't the same and can't be the same. I started
out reading phenomenologists like Heidegger and
I basically believe that representation never reaches
reality, but always receives from it any definition
that we'd like to give it. I think that recognizing
this is fundamental. The success of imitation, the
dazzling success, has been kind of stunning for us,
but still ultimately one would hope for the result
that the distinction between any representation and
the reality that it represents would become clear.
That's kind of my hopes for the result of this. In
my mind, that hope is grounded in something
ethical. I'd say that maybe if you were an
undergraduate at a small college in Michigan that
you should think about how best to conduct your
life. My advice would be to firmly preserve the
distinction between a representation and reality and
learning to view representation as a circumstance
in which reality is so multiply pervasive.
Ben:
One last question, which may
underline that idea of dealing with things critically,
and having the suspicion, the kind of critical look
in. I think this is a really important topic for the

dialogue
present. Perhaps you could talk a little more about
that criticism within art.
Summers:
I think the way I'd want to answer
that is by saying that I beli~ve that art and the history
of art has suffered quite a lot, almost fatally in its
association with the aesthetic. The aesthetic, by
definition, is disinterest. So you've taught people
how to look at art disinterestedly. I wrote a book
called The Judgment of Sense which is about the
prehistory of aesthetics. What Baumgarten
published in 17 50 was the beginning of the
philosophical discipline of aesthetics, or at least the
major philosophical discipline that's taught. But if
you look back in time, past the definition of
disinterestedness, you find many more complaints
like this and ideas about our capacity, our grasp, and
the importance of our individual circumstances in
which we find ourselves. And that informs what
we may regard as a kind of ethical judgment.
Because otherwise how do you know that? You
can't just apply a general principle to think this out,
so people argued we have the capacity to understand
in our circumstances because of who we are. And I
would like, for the purposes of educating people
about the contribution that art makes, to look back
behind the aesthetic to something much more like,
to use a scholastic term, the particular intellect. One
thing that I think is marvelously important about
the study of art taken all together is that it is a
disciplined way, a focused way of dealing with the
particular. And that kind of particularity is left out
of the aesthetic, which is not learning about
neutrality relative to perception. That kind of
broadening, to be able to apprehend the particular,
gives us this kind of ethical and political perspective.
To my mind, the ethical is always fundamental. The
ethical trumps the political. And so apprehending
a particular state of affairs, to my mind, has all kinds
of ethical ramifications. Something I didn't talk
about in that paper but really wanted to is the way
in which the opposite of persuasion is conviction.
But thinking about this on the level of the persuasion
and the ways in which all this connects to the ethical
is what we, "art people," at our best ought to be
thinking about.
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Mike Meinema
Bern is Street
silver gelatin print
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Between us, man, you are 7lot"li't]rfl'an. yet.
You, man. You sti 11 need to savor the man's mi I dness.
Man of parchment paper, your character is not erasable.
Man, you only know your sex.
Where will your sanity cease after your simple cold bed?
Man, you are not human, yet.
You sti 11 need to sip the grapes of friendship.
Man of mythological fantasy, don't you know who you are?
Man, you only are your carnal desires.
Where wi 11 you terminate?
ned to walk naked through life.
I 11Where wi 11 you terminate?

ENTRE NOSOTROS
TU, HOMBRE,
HOMBRE DE

HOMBRE NO ERES HUMANO AUN.
E FALTA SABOREAR LA DULSURA DEL HOMBRE.
PAPEL PERGAMINO QUE NO SE BORRA TU CARACTER.
QUE SOLO TU SEXO CONOCES.
IRAA PARAR TU CORDURA DESPUES DE LA SIMPLE CAMA DURA TUYA?
NO ERES HUMANO AUN
SABOREAR LAS UVAS DE LAAMISTAD
DE FANTACIA MITOLOGICA NO SABES QUIEN ERES
OLO TE CONOCES TUS DESEOS CARNALES
IRAS A DAR?
L..l...>■<..U~='-----------L....L...L...I.QUE SOLO EN PELOTAS TE HAS RESIGNADO AANDAR.
WONDE
IRASATERMINAR?
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In our last issue:
Joseph and Julie go out for a Coke, Joseph discovers
that New Formula Coke has gone the way of Stalin,
Stalin watches lawyers roast in "the other place," and
Alf explains the meaning of the corporate oligarchy.
Then, just as the first installment ends, Joseph takes ----a dive off Blue-Water Bridge . . .
ten
Julia woke with a start. She had a
terrible dream ... that Joseph had killed
himself ...
The phone made her jump with a start
again as it rang in the most sudden way.
"Hello, this is Julia," Julia said
into the receiver.
"Hi, Julia. This is Akira. There
has been a terrible accident."
Akira was in a phone booth outside
of a Burger King which had two large
signs: "Drive-Thru Open" (in ugly neon)
and the giant burger road sign which
advertised "Double Whoppers" in big block
letters. The prospect sort of enticed
Akira, but then he remembered what his
task at the moment was.
"Joseph ... " Akira began haltingly.
"Yes?" said Julia.
"Joseph has jumped off the BlueWater Bridge," Akira said it, and felt
relieved as he did. "He fell right into
Lake Huron."

The conversation quickly proceeded
into a long, drawn-out argument as to
whether the Blue-Water Bridge actually
spanned Lake Huron or Lake Erie. Akira
tried to use his physical proximity to
the whole affair as a position of some
authority, but Julia charged that Akira
wouldn't know Lake Huron if it walked up
and shook his hand.
Tempers flared. And finally Akira
said that he was feeling a mite peckish,
and would like to take his leave. The
rest of the conversation proceeded exactly
as it should, right by the book, as mock
sympathy and empty condolences were
exchanged.
Aki ra hung up the pay-phone
receiver, and then proceeded to ride his
motorbike (which was flashy and red and
fun) through the Burger King drive "thru,"
ordering two Double Whoppers and a
Gulliver-sized Coke.
"We only got Pepsi."
said the
crackly voice through the speaker.
"Shit." Akira interjected without
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thinking, but quickly corrected himself:
"I mean to say, that is, Pepsi's fine."
(It was most certainly NOT fine, but there
was nothing to do about that now).
Aki ra f e1t cheated.
He enjoyed
his "One Pound of Beef" sandwich bliss,
but he kept having the nagging fee 1 i ng
that it would have been so much better if
he, instead of having a Pepsi, would have
had a "good old American Classic" CocaCola to go with it.
eleven
After his breakfast with Alf, Joseph
was so disturbed by the lack of meaning
in his life that he took the day off to
buy a bungee cord and a harness.
Al 1 of this was at considerable
expense, but thankfully his American
Express card had "No Preset Spending
Limit," he could buy some meaning for his
life.
twelve
Joseph stepped off the side of the
bridge.
Freefall.
With the bungee cord losing its
slack in a hurry, and the wind rushing by
so fast, that he could swear he almost
heard it yell ... "Tetsuo!"

xix

Epilogue
Upon learning that Joseph had not killed
himself, but rather had taken to the
adventuresome sport of Bungee Jumping,
Akira and Julia no longer categorized
Joseph as a pathological, socially outcast
dissenter, but as, again, a celebrated
member of the capitalist "community."
And for incredibly compl teated
reasons that have only marginally to do
with the necessity of giving this story a
convenient conclusion and the possibility
of a sequel. .. Alf, Julia, Akira and Joseph
set off on a wacky, mad-cap, barnstorming
space adventure befraught with goofy
hilarity and nutty hijinks.
Will Joseph and Julia fall in love?
Wi 11 Akira finally get a passing
grade on the Minnesota Mul ti-Phas i c
Personality Inventory?
And what goofy rant wi 11 that
lovable furball, Alf, have next? (He's
so cute, that little alien, especially
when he pretends to know what he's talking
about.)
Find out next week on this network
television show, or order the complete
series of tales for twenty-four easy
payments of $79.95. Don't delay, OPERATORS
ARE STANDING BY ...

fin
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Daniel Vos
Teapots
clay
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: REMEMBERANCI

' WE ARE SO LOOSE
1

HEAD HANGIN FINGERS ACHIN

1

BLOOD RUNNING TO THE GROUND
1

DON T KNOW HOW TO FEEL OR
WHAT TO MAKE OF THE GREY DAMPNESS
SUDDENLY ENVELQ_PING
A BODY USED TO BE A BODY BUT NOW
WHAT WITH TERROR AND ITS AFTERMATH
WE ONLY THINK OF A HUMAN
AS A DREAM

SE

A NIGHTMARE, MAYBE
OF TORN LIMBS

HING

SCA

ERED BITS OF RED AND YELLOW CLOTHING
AND A TEDDY BEAR
INTACT

N

ERS

AFTER A MUFFLED EXPLOSION

I

1

AND WALL S COLLAPSING
CAME A LOUD
SILENCE
BEFORE A QUIET CRY
SPARKED A MANY-VOICED ECHO

T
'
►

Now

A CEASELESS DUST SETTLES

ON A SCENE OF AWKWARD TRAGEDY

BED MY FINGERS RAW
G TO FREE A SCREAM OF
OR THAT ENDED
RE IT BEGAN

OVER AND OVER

OVER AND

INSIDE THIS GRAPHIC BEYOND MEMORY
ATTEMPTS TO

FORGET

CANNOT BE ACCEPTED

Q.

j

w

1

RJ

NF""~
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Jessica Fulljames
silver gelatin print
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BY CHRISTY BRATT

THERE REALLY IS NO BEAUTY IN BEING REJECTED
FINDING YOURSELF CAPSIZED IN A SEA OF
CARDBOARD AND NUMBNESS
WITH EACH LIMB IN A SEPARATE BOX
AND NO PLACE

OR YOUR TORSO

LET A ONE YOUR HEART.

TITLE:

I KNOW THE

E IS A PLACE WHERE HOPE SINGS,

WINKING A
AND SWINGI G FROM AN UN-NAMED CHANDELIER.
I S ARE AND MY BALD EYES BRIM OVER.
1

(

LEA N TO CROSS MY LOWER CASE T S )

1

THAT S SOME KIND OF BIRD
PULLING HARMONY FROM Pl CES.

xxiv

dialogue

Mark Douma
East Houston Street: #1 of 2
color print
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This one day, when the world wakes with me,
when we walk down yellow afternoons
under the vast terror of skies.
Their emptiness, which reminds me
that I can never sleep
until i.t falls,
or I fly.
that I have built my ship inside a bottle.
and that I really do love the air.

-I know,

-

fly.
built
eally

Jesus set up Judas,
He had wanted that kiss
for 33 years,
of standing still,
of a stomach grumbling for food,
nights up clawing at his eyes,
of women smiling like they can,
a world of things to walk around
and jealousy for bigblue skies.

>
866"L~ji-~
by j o:,hhagad

easter
w/her
orn

sunday/1998

"The only serious
question is whether or not to
kill yourself."
==
-Albert Camus,
and I'll bet Jesus, too,
would walk bleary-eyed crazy through nights
=r=:;.._----------+-'-1~~.&.u.,lgotha, waiting, tapping his sundial
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This
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And n Easter, when he said
"You cannot touc
ave not yet seen my Fat er".
read:
"I'm sick of bodies that stumble and mumble
and of lips that move without the wind."
but on this day; being Josh, not God
with new eyes to look through; and shadows; and walls
and smiles we make when the truth is too much
and words which we lose, and more that we don't,
and faces we throw at each other and much,
much more.
And all tomorrows that didn't exist?

--

---

-

Questions will wait.
Give me stories+yawns+your eyes
+the marks your feet make on soft dirt,+a paintbrush of singed eyelashes,
+all of the skies that your eyes can hold.
I'll paint a portrait of
This Amazing, beautiful world.

dialogue
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in the tradition of the greatest dado poets,
now you can make your own avant garde poetry.

I

Jayme

do-it-yourself

&dado
jared poetry

's
simply follow the instructions and enjoy!

instructions:

l : find a hat or some other receptacle.

2: cut up all the words on the opposite page.
(add some of your own!)

3:put words in hat and shake well.

4: pull 'em out one at a time.
5: read off your poem. now you're a poet.

6: repeat as desired.

7: if rash occurs, consult local physician.
if you don't want to cut up your beloved dialogue, then simply close your eyes and randomly point to words on the page.

this practice is also acceptable within the norms of dadaist poetry.

8: enter your best poems in the dado poetry contest. winners will get toys.

(submit them to the dialogue box in the commons annex)
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think
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drop
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then

brightly
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tense

sow

from

show

like

also

why

body

cookie

by

bike

one

and

what

glassy

sat

me

spit

cold

the

ironic

it

elbow

about

hoochie

colored

men

legendary

for

honest

lies

marsupial

faded

women

llama

in

rend

well

smarmy

mural

within

ruffie

star

dude

but

jinkies

hair

vigor

world

delectable

mute

will

snorkle

stout

that

able

he

happy

noble

bimp

bathe

implied

remote

she

midget

hot

"in bed "

trash

sing

sympathy

good

crustacean

fasting

tired

get

wine

should

when

sad

betrayed

cry

make

bury

scrumptious

once

because

promise

scratch

run

myth

great

all over

fluffy

chuck
(a term of
endearment)

touch

fart

effortlessly

him

under

coffee

stone

jump

creatures

her

twist

five

nubile

moist

soda

guard

winged

pose

orgy

shorn

dreamlike

man

while

many

way

tupperware

cult

hate

woman

face

wish

death

mad scientist
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flail

had

live
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are

love
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left

own

lumpy
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moon

energy
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to
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full
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dance
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smurfy

desire
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worldview
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these
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Barbie
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would

valley

street

other

seem

female

thrust

couch

slavishly

divided

than

not

male mime

ghostly

monkey

hero

robot

could

us

smoke

frolic

put

stark

pool

lips

open

mongoose

luminous

down

bend

avian

weary

eyes

tongue

insipid

up

over

knowledge

scrupulous

look
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smooth

a
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donkey
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space
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